Transforming America

UN Agenda21
FL legislators want to
make Social Studies an
elective.

I find it very interesting that lawmakers
who may not be experts on a subject,
like education, make laws that spend
more money but do little to promote
education.
I do not really believe that any
legislator really wants to promote AntiAmerican rhetoric and Islam in our
schools, yet they continue to accept
money for programs designed to destroy
America.

is the United Nations
Goal for the 21 Century
calling for the
destuction of America
through
•
•

•

education
suppression of
Individual Rights,
the Bill of Rights
and the US
Constitution
replacing it with
the UN Doctrine
of Human Rights
claiming that
Humans are the

For over 15 years we have treated the
symptoms and not the cause of our
education failure. Regardless of how
much money we give to education year
after year we get exactly the same
poor results.
Using SAT and ACT scores (not FCAT)
students have MADE LITTLE or NO
PROGRESS in 15 years. The schools
teach how to be good globalists, not
reading, writing and arithmetic. Our
students graduate without knowing
about American values, and they
struggle with reading, writing and
math. Today I learned that some
legislators want Social Studies to be an
elective. If that happens, say good-bye
America.
Check out the end where it mentions
Social Studies!!!

How much longer do we
continue to repeat the
past?

The fault of a poor education is a
combination of many issues but if the
curriculum is not also addressed, does
tenure, school choice and texts really
matter?
Race to the Top is just a ploy to give
American education over to the UN.
Teachers will have no choice and
districts will be forced into unproven
expensive global projects.
In addition, Florida has 5 charter
schools that are run by Gulen, a Turkish

•

enemy of the
earth
elimination of
private property

The UN Agenda 21
claims the western way
of life is unsustainable.
This doctrine calls for
humans to be
quartered in
government controlled
Sustainable
Developments.
Education is our best
hope. Once Americans
understand they take
action. Read what is
happening in Virginia

Radical Islamist and on the FBI's most
dangerous list. We have Florida text
books promoting Islam at the expense
of Christian-Judeau values. Where is
the FLDOE? Where is Congressional
oversight? Doesn't anyone monitor
anything? The brightest students are
now home schooled.
So I guess taxpayers should continue to
give the FLDOE more money only to fail
again.
Maybe a book burning rally in Tally
would make the point. The textbooks
are Anti-American trash.
No wonder why the best students are
home schooled.
Maybe legislators don't read and
understand Bills because they came
from the same failed schools.
How about a citizens/legislators
workshop of industry specific
committees before each bill is
formulated so that the laws will
actually work when they are
implemented?
Do Legislators understand the damage
Common Core Standards, Race to the
Top and national assessments will do to
the students?
Do Legislators understand the costs?
The DOED is a great place to CUT
FUNDING

Architect of RTT

Read Marc Tucker's own words
regarding his approach to US
education. Once George W Bush 41,

signed the USA onto the UNESCO global
platform without Senate approval,
American education suffered. No one
was watching then and no one is
watching now.
Our government's answer: globalization,
more money and lower standards, all
found in Race to the Top.
Our students are our legacy and they do
not know America, do not understand
fact from fiction and many can not read
and write. Not representative of a
bright future.

More Money for another
Band-aid
Florida House Education
Committee Passes Bills to
Expand Educational Choice
Scholarships, HB 1329, HB 1331
Jeb Bush, with Foundation for Florida's
Future is also involved. Note that any
mention of the curriculum is missing
from his site. But he is involved in Race
to the Top. Although his ideas are great
they are merely tools, no one is
checking what the student is learning.
Students learn:
•
•
•

Anti-American globalist
concepts. Just look at the texts.
America is bad and competition
and capitalism are evil.
The Founding Fathers were just a
bunch of old elitists and the
Constitution, Bill of Rights are
just old documents and must
take a back door to the UN Bill of

Human Rights.
Today the UN is trying to pass laws
stating that Mother Earth should have
the same rights as Man. (this passed in
Bolivia) and will be coming soon to a
school near you.
Our students are taught that Man is the
enemy of the earth. How is that good?
Oh yes, I forgot. We can save a 2 inch
fish from doom while we destroy 40,000
farm worker causing massive
unemployment while turning lush
farming land into a dust bowl. We can
reduce the food supply to starve a
few people (their hero Joe Stalin
starved 40 million people) and force
food prices to escalate. Isn't that a
great plan?
Also the graph in the Bush plan is
deceiving since the top score for NAEP
is 500 and that was not mentioned. No
matter how much money taxpayers
spent in 15 years, Florida is still in the
bottom half. Bush follows the global
education agenda promoted in Race to
the Top. Education is about money
and power. Just look at the sponsors
and beneficiaries who are implementing
Jeb's goals.
Complexity is the enemy of reliability
and efficiency. Florida Education is too
complex and therefore doomed to fail.
Too much money is spent on
administrators justifying their existence
then on student learning. Now is the
time to make a real change and
educate not indoctrinate our students.
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